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Abstract—Accurate downlink link adaptation is a major
challenge for ultra-reliable and low-latency communications
(URLLC) as a consequence of the random and unpredictable
load variations at the interfering cells. To address this problem,
this paper introduces enhancements to the channel quality
indicator (CQI) measurement and reporting procedures for 5G
New Radio (NR). The goal is to accurately estimate and report
the lower percentiles of the user channel quality distribution.
First, a simple and efficient technique is proposed for filtering
the channel quality samples collected at the user equipment
and, accordingly, estimating tail signal-to-interference-and-noise
(SINR) performance. Second, a new CQI reporting format is
introduced which better guides downlink scheduling and link
adaptation decisions of small URLLC payloads at the gNB. The
benefits of the proposed solutions are evaluated via advanced
system-level simulations, where it is shown that the proposed
solutions significantly outperform existing CQI measurement and
reporting schemes. For instance, the 99.999% percentile of the
experienced latency is reduced from 1.3 ms to 0.86 ms for the
case when URLLC traffic is multiplexed with enhanced mobile
broadband (eMBB) traffic.
Index Terms— URLLC; 5G new radio; Channel quality
indication (CQI); Link adaptation;
I. INTRODUCTION
The 5G New Radio (NR) standard provides enhanced sup-
port for enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), and enables
new vertical use cases which demand Ultra-Reliable Low-
Latency Communications (URLLC) [1]. In this regard, the
3GPP Release-15 allows the transmission of 32-Byte payloads
with a radio latency below 1 ms and 99.999% reliability;
whereas the 3GPP community is currently finalizing Release-
16 with further enhancements that increase the reliability
bound to 99.9999% [2], and address new industrial use cases
demanding even lower latencies down to 0.5 ms [3].
To fulfil the stringent URLLC requirements, 5G NR in-
corporates a wide range of enhancements as compared to
preceding technologies. For instance, faster processing times
and a flexible frame structure with shorter transmission time
intervals (TTI) allow to fulfil the 1 ms latency requirement
with up to one Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ)
retransmission within the latency budget [4]. This enables
flexible link adaptation in the sense that a first transmission
is scheduled to achieve a moderate block error probability
(BLEP) target of, e.g., 10−3, and rely on the HARQ process to
ensure a residual BLEP below 10−5 for the retransmission [5].
In the downlink (DL) direction, link adaptation for the
selection of a modulation and coding scheme (MCS) is based
on the channel quality indicator (CQI) feedback information
from the User Equipments (UE). For NR, the BLEP constraint
associated with the CQI reports from the UEs is network-
configured and can be either 10−1 or 10−5 [6]. The accuracy
and integrity of the CQI reports are of vital importance
for fulfilling the strict URLLC reliability requirements [5].
This is challenging in multi-cell cellular networks, where fast
and random (unpredictable) interference fluctuations are often
experienced, which make the signal to interference-and-noise
ratio (SINR) at the UE to also vary rapidly [7], [8]. This prob-
lem is especially challenging under fractional-load conditions,
as also observed for LTE [9]. In such cases, the MCS selection
is typically assisted by adopting outer loop link adaptation
(OLLA) mechanisms for fine-tuning the MCS selection at the
gNB according to the received HARQ ACK/NACK feedback
[10]. The open literature presents several studies on OLLA
techniques and related enhancements, see e.g. [11] which
proposes a self-optimization algorithm to adjust the OLLA
initial offset, and [12] that introduces a dynamic OLLA step
size adjustment. However, one of the main challenges of such
techniques is their slow convergence time especially when
operating with low BLEP targets (≤ 10−3), thus, making them
unsuitable for URLLC applications.
With the target of supporting even lower latency and/or
higher reliability in upcoming NR releases, this paper proposes
link adaptation enhancements for URLLC, including the UE
reported CQI information. Examples of earlier pioneering
studies on CQI design for orthogonal frequency division mul-
tiple access (OFDMA) systems to foster radio channel-aware
scheduling and link adaptation include [13]–[18]. Common
for those studies is that the objectives were to optimize the
user experienced average data rate. However, for URLLC
applications, the objective is to accurately control the BLEP
for every single transport block transmission in coherence
with the ultra-reliability constraint. Here, a CQI report is
needed that corresponds to an estimate of the worst-case SINR
conditions that the UE is likely to experience until the next
received CQI [19]. In pursuit of such solutions, a simple
and efficient technique is proposed for filtering the channel
quality samples collected at the UEs to estimate tail of the UE-
experienced SINR conditions. Secondly, a new CQI reporting
format is introduced which better guides the scheduling and
link adaptation decisions of small URLLC payloads at the
gNB. The performance and benefits of the proposed techniques
are evaluated in a highly-dynamic environment, including the
effects of multiple users and cells and corresponding time-
varying traffic and interference. Given the complexity of the
system model, the adopted methodology consists of system-
level simulations following the Release-16 NR modelling
assumptions in 3GPP for URLLC [20].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II further sets the scene by introducing the system model
and problem formulation, respectively. Section III provides
an overview of the proposed CQI measuring and reporting
procedures. Performance results are presented in Section IV,
followed by conclusions in Section V.
II. SETTING THE SCENE
A. Network Layout and Traffic Modeling
We consider a macro cellular network with C cells, de-
ployed in a sectorized manner, each with three sectors and 500-
meter inter-site distance. Two different traffic compositions are
considered: (i), Uu URLLC UEs are deployed in each cell,
where the URLLC traffic is modeled as small payloads of Bu
Bytes, which arrive at each URLLC UE in the DL direction
following a Poisson arrival process with a mean arrival rate
λ [packets/s]. The offered load of URLLC traffic per cell is
given by Uu×Bu×λ. In case (ii), additional Ue eMBB UEs
are deployed in each cell, where the eMBB traffic is modelled
with constant-bit-rate (CBR) DL flows, e.g. video streaming,
consisting of a predefined number of packets ne generated per
UE, each with payload size of Be and fixed inter-arrival time
of Te [s]. Once the ne packets are successfully delivered to
the UE, the UE leaves the network and a new one is generated
at a random location in the network. The CBR load per cell
is Ue × Be(ne−1)Te .
Users are dynamically scheduled in both the time- and
frequency domain using OFDMA. The physical layer configu-
ration consists of 30 kHz sub-carrier spacing (SCS), a physical
radio block (PRB) size of 12 sub-carriers (360 kHz), and a TTI
duration of 2 OFDM symbols (71.4µs). Considering the gNB
and UE processing capabilities specified in [21], the adopted
physical layer configuration allows to fulfil the 1 ms latency
target even with one HARQ retransmission.
B. URLLC Link Adaptation Challenges
One challenge for accurate link adaptation (and scheduling)
of URLLC payloads relates to the tracking of the radio channel
and interference variations. Given that URLLC payloads are
generally small-sized, they are often scheduled over less PRBs
than available within the total carrier bandwidth, offering a
weak frequency domain diversity for localized resource allo-
cation, while some frequency diversity can be achieved with
distributed resource allocation. In addition, the experienced UE
SINR is highly time-variant due to rapid load fluctuations of
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Fig. 1: Time trace of the downlink PRB allocation in one cell
serving URLLC traffic. A color identifies one UE which is
served in the downlink direction.
the neighboring cells. As an example, Fig. 1 presents a time
trace of the allocated PRBs of a cell serving a set of URLLC
users (obtained from a dynamic system-level simulation). As
can be observed from Fig. 1, the PRB activity is a highly
time-variant random process, which causes the experienced
SINR at different UEs to be rapidly time-variant as well (due
to variations of the experienced inter-cell interference). This
implies that if a UE measures the SINR on certain PRBs at a
given time, it might be several dBs different shortly after (say
from one TTI to another).
C. Objective of the Study
Due to UE SINR estimation imperfections, CQI measuring
and reporting delays and the additional latencies such as gNB
processing times, it is not considered realistic to accurately
track the time- and frequency-variants of the UE experienced
SINR. The objective is therefore to design a CQI report that
expresses the worst-case SINR conditions that the UE is likely
to experience until the next received CQI. One key challenge
is to avoid a too-pessimistic CQI estimation, as it reduces the
network spectral efficiency, and accordingly, limits the number
of URLLC UEs that can be served in the network.
III. PROPOSED CQI ENHANCEMENTS
In the following sub-sections, we describe the basic prin-
ciples of the CQI measuring and reporting procedure as per
the 5G NR standard, followed by the introduction of the two
proposed CQI enhancements.
A. CQI Measuring and Reporting Procedure
The CQI represents the highest supported MCS with which
the UE can decode its data with an error probability no larger
than a certain constraint. The CQI takes into account the
receiver type, number of antennas and potential interference
cancellation/suppression capabilities at the UE. The CQI is
included in the Channel State Information (CSI) feedback
to the gNB, together with the preferred precoding matrix
indicator (PMI), rank indicator (RI), among other UE reports
[6, Sec. 5.2].
Fig. 2 shows a flow chart of the CQI measurement and
reporting procedure. In the first step, the gNB configures the
UE via the Radio Resource Control (RRC) signalling with one
or multiple CSI reporting and resource settings. These include,
among others, configuration of the time-domain behaviour of
the report, e.g., aperiodic or periodic reporting, number of
reported frequency sub-bands S = {1, ..., S}, the CQI table
which shall be used for the report, as well as the Channel
State Information Reference Signals (CSI-RS) to be used for
desired-signal and interference measurements.
Next, the UE performs channel quality measurements on the
specified CSI-RS. Each individual measurement is filtered and
used to estimate the UE’s experienced SINR with the specified
frequency resolution. The estimated SINR on each sub-band s
is then mapped to the MCS index m from the specified CQI
table that fulfils the following condition:
m∗s = arg max
m
{Rm,s|Pe(Γs) ≤ Ptarget} , (1)
corresponding to the largest data rate Rm,s, that can be
supported with a block error probability Pe not exceeding
Ptarget if scheduled over the s-th sub-band (with experienced
SINR Γs) using MCS index m. For NR, Ptarget can be either
10−1 or 10−5 and is implicitly derived from the configured
CQI table. More details on the MCS entries for each CQI table
can be found in [6]. In practice, this is achieved by having the
UEs measure the experienced SINR, followed by evaluation
of (1) given knowledge of the BLEP vs SINR mapping curve
for each of the supported MCSs.
Finally, the UE formats the CQI report following the
specified granularity. Two report formats are standardized: i)
wideband CQI reports (S = 1), where the UE reports a single
CQI index, and ii) frequency-selective CQI (S > 1), where
the UE reports both a wideband CQI and the relative offset of
each sub-band with respect to the wideband CQI value.
B. Biased Interference Filtering (BIF)
The first enhancement introduces time-domain filtering of
channel quality samples collected at the UE. The UE performs
desired-signal and interference measurements on CSI-RS as
specified in the CSI resource configuration. As the interference
represents one of the main sources of SINR variations, it is
proposed that on each measurement instant n, the instanta-
neous interference measurement on the s-th sub-band, xs[n],
is filtered with a low-pass first-order infinite impulse response
(IIR) filter as follows:
ys[n] =
{
αu · xs[n] + (1− αu) · ys[n− 1], if xs[n] ≥ ys[n− 1],
αd · xs[n] + (1− αd) · ys[n− 1], if xs[n] < ys[n− 1],
(2)
where xs[n] and ys[n] are the instantaneous and filtered inter-
ference measurement on the sub-band s over the measurement
interval n, and αu and αd determine the memory of the
filter as well as its bias. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the
filter’s output for different settings of αu and αd, assuming a
Receive CQI configuration from gNB
Collect channel quality samples
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SINR-to-CQI mapping
CQI formatting
Report CQI at CQI transmission 
opportunity
Fig. 2: CQI measurement and reporting operation at the UE.
zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian distribution at the filter’s
input. Settings with αu = αd correspond to a standard
exponentially-weighted moving average filter used for mean
value estimation, whereas setting αu > αd or αu < αd allows
to estimate lower or higher percentiles of the input distribution,
respectively. Besides, for a fixed αu/αd ratio, the value of αu
determines the filter’s memory, i.e. how much weight is given
to the latest measurement as compared to the previous ones.
The impact of αu and αd on the URLLC performance will
be further examined in Section IV. Note that the presented
filtering procedure is simple in the sense that it only requires
storing one ys[n] sample per sub-band.
A frequency-selective CQI is reported to the gNB containing
the filtered interference on each sub-band, ys[n], together with
the latest desired-signal fading information. Note that the latter
varies in a much slower time scale and can be generally tracked
at the gNB for low UE speeds.
C. Worst-M CQI Report
Secondly, a new CQI format is proposed where the UE
reports to the gNB: i) a wideband CQI value, that at maximum
will result in a BLEP of Ptarget if the gNB schedules a payload
with a MCS according to the recently received CQI over the
entire band; and ii) a CQI value that at maximum will result
in a BLEP of Ptarget if transmitting only over the worst-
M subbands, without explicit indication on the position of
those subbands.
The worst-M CQI allows the gNB to schedule a small
URLLC payload randomly over the frequency-domain (either
localized or spread allocation) while still guaranteeing high
probability of successful decoding even if it experiences
unfavourable conditions of fading and/or interference. Besides,
the wideband CQI information can be used for allocations
spanning over a larger bandwidth.
The proposed CQI reporting format is similar to the Best-
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Fig. 3: Filter’s input xs[n] and output ys[n] for different
settings of αu and αd. xs[n] corresponds to a a zero-mean
unit-variance Gaussian distribution.
M reporting standardized in LTE [1]; however, this scheme
applies the opposite criterion when sorting the channel qual-
ity measurements, and does not include information on the
positions of the M -worst subbands due to the limited benefit
of frequency-selective information as observed from Fig. 1.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Simulation Methodology
System-level simulations are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed CQI enhancements. The simulation
assumptions are summarized in Table I. The network layout,
UE distribution and traffic follow the description presented in
Section II-A. The network is composed of C = 21 cells, with
Uu = 10 URLLC UEs and optionally Ue = 10 eMBB UEs
deployed in each cell.
The simulator’s time resolution is one OFDM symbol,
and it includes explicit modelling of the majority of radio
resource management functionalities such as dynamic packet
scheduling and HARQ, as well as time- and frequency-
varying inter-cell interference. Closed-loop 4x4 single-user
MIMO is assumed for each link and the UE receiver type
is minimum mean square error with interference rejection
combining (MMSE-IRC). URLLC users are scheduled with
a single spatial stream, i.e. benefiting from both transmission
and reception diversity against fast fading and radio channel
fluctuations, whereas dynamic rank adaptation is assumed for
eMBB users allowing multiplexing of up to two spatial streams
for favourable SINR conditions.
A frequency- and QoS-aware packet scheduler is assumed,
which prioritizes URLLC transmissions and HARQ retrans-
missions over first transmissions of eMBB traffic. Dynamic
link adaptation is applied for both data and the in-resource
control channel, which results in varying control overhead
depending on the user signal quality and TTI duration (see
[7]). The link adaptation is based on the periodical CQI report
from the URLLC users. UEs are configured to periodically
TABLE I: Simulation assumptions
Parameter Value
Network env. 3GPP Urban Macro (UMa) network with 21 cellsand 500 meter inter-site distance [22]
PHY
numerology
30 kHz subcarrier spacing; 12 subcarriers per
PRB; TTI size of 2 OFDM symbols (71.4 µs)
Carrier config. 20 MHz carrier bandwidth (50 PRBs) at 4 GHz
Duplexing Frequency division duplexing (FDD)
Control channel Error-free in-resource scheduling grants withdynamic link adaptation [7]
CQI/CSI
configuration
CQI and PMI, reported every 1 ms with 1 ms
processing delay; Sub-band size: 4 PRBs;
Antenna config. 4 x 4 single-user MIMO and MMSE-IRC receiver
Packet scheduler Proportional Fair; strict priority for URLLC traffic
HARQ Async. HARQ with Chase combining; Max. 6HARQ retransmissions. Processing time as in [21]
RLC RLC Unacknowledged mode
Traffic
composition
Case a) 10 URLLC UEs per cell;
Case b) 10 URLLC UEs + 10 eMBB UEs per cell
UE distribution Uniformly distributed in outdoor locations
Traffic model
URLLC: FTP3 DL traffic; Bu = 50 B; Variable
offered load per cell
eMBB: CBR DL traffic: Be = 160 kB; ne = 10;
5 Mbps offered load per cell
transmit a CQI report every 1 ms, and a 1 ms processing delay
is assumed from the time the CQI is reported until it can be
applied for downlink transmissions. Each sub-band consists
of 4 PRBs, thus the UE reports CQI for S = 13 sub-bands.
The proposed measurement and formatting enhancements in
Section III are presented for different settings of αu and
αd, and M = 3. The latter parameter has been selected in
accordance with the average PRB allocation size of URLLC
payloads. No outer-loop link adaptation methods are applied.
For each URLLC payload, the latency is measured from
the moment it arrives at the serving cell until it is successfully
received at the UE. This accounts for various constant and vari-
able latency components, namely queuing delay, processing
and frame alignment delay, and transmission delay; the latter
includes the effects of HARQ retransmissions and payload
segmentation over multiple TTIs. An infinite delay is assumed
for payloads not successfully decoded after 6 HARQ retrans-
missions. The latency of each received URLLC payload is col-
lected and used to form empirical complementary cumulative
distribution functions (CCDF). The key performance indicator
(KPI) is the achievable latency with 99.999% probability,
i.e., the 10−5 percentile of the URLLC latency CCDF. The
simulation time corresponds to at least 5.000.000 successfully
received URLLC payloads in order to ensure a reasonable
confidence level for the considered performance metric.
The obtained performance is compared against the following
state-of-the-art schemes [7]: i) CQI based on latest/unfiltered
channel quality measurements, which is a special case of the
proposed BIF scheme with αu = αd = 1, and ii) CQI based on
mean SINR estimation, which corresponds to αu = αd < 1.
B. Performance Results without eMBB Traffic
Fig. 4 shows the CCDF of the URLLC latency for different
CQI schemes and fixed offered load of 10 Mbps per cell, for
the case without eMBB traffic. URLLC transmissions experi-
ence a minimum delay of ∼ 0.29 ms which is a consequence
of the 71.4µs transmission duration and encoding/decoding
processing times at gNB and UE, respectively. At the 10−5
percentile, a CQI report based on instantaneous channel quality
measurements (αu = αd = 1) is not sufficient to fulfil the 1
ms latency requirement. This is a consequence of the fast (per-
TTI) varying load conditions which results in inaccurate link
adaptation and thus a large number of HARQ retransmissions.
In contrast, other configurations experience at most one HARQ
retransmission at the 10−5 percentile, and thus achieve the 1
ms latency target accordingly. For instance, the BIF scheme
achieves a retransmission probability between 2 · 10−5 and
8 · 10−6 with αu/αd = 10 and αu/αd = 100, respec-
tively. That is, the latter parameter setting achieves the target
99.999% reliability with a single transmission, and hence, it
can be considered an attractive CQI measurement solution for
industrial use cases demanding latencies down to 0.5 ms.
Fig. 5 summarizes the latency at the 10−5 percentile for
8 Mbps and 14 Mbps offered loads of URLLC traffic. The
benefits of the BIF scheme are mainly relevant for low offered
URLLC loads since there are generally sufficient resources to
operate with lower error-rate (lower MCS) without increasing
the probability of queuing delay to other users. Worst-3 report
also provides good URLLC outage performance, especially if
the report is based on the time-averaged interference measure-
ments (αu = αd = 0.01). At higher offered loads, the larger
and fast-varying interference makes it difficult to achieve the
required reliability with a single transmission, and therefore,
both the proposed solution and the state-of-the-art scheme
deliver a similar performance.
C. Performance Results with eMBB Traffic
Fig. 6 shows the URLLC performance for cases with a
mixture of URLLC and eMBB users, with an offered load
of 2 and 5 Mbps for URLLC and eMBB traffic, respectively.
Even though URLLC transmissions are fully prioritized by
the packet scheduler, the larger inter-cell interference from
scheduling eMBB users significantly degrades the URLLC
latency performance. For instance, the CQI scheme with
αu = αd = 0.01, which was deemed suitable for the URLLC-
only case (Fig. 4 and 5), does not longer fulfil the 1 ms
latency target with 99.999% reliability when eMBB traffic co-
exists in the system. This is a consequence of the significantly
different interference pattern with frequent transitions between
low load and high load (up to 100% PRB utilization) when
eMBB users arrive or leave the system. In such conditions,
there is a substantial benefit of using the proposed Worst-M
and BIF technique, as these focus on estimating the tails of the
UE’s SINR distribution (worst-case interference conditions).
The best performance is generally obtained with the BIF tech-
nique, whereas Worst-3 offers a slightly worse performance,
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Fig. 5: Summary of URLLC latency performance at the
99.999% percentile for two offered loads of URLLC traffic.
The 0.5 ms latency target in NR Release-16 is indicated with
a vertical dashed line.
although, it has the benefit of lower UL signalling overhead
due to single sub-band reporting.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have addressed the problem of link
adaptation imperfections for reliable downlink transmissions
of URLLC traffic. Two enhancements have been proposed to
the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) measuring and reporting
procedure at the UE: Biased Interference filtering (BIF) of
the collected channel quality measurements, and Worst-M
CQI reporting format, which target to estimate and report
the lower percentiles of the UE’s channel quality distribution.
Performance results show how the proposed schemes facilitate
downlink transmission of small and sporadic URLLC payloads
with low BLEP constraints, e.g. < 10−3 , without relying
on traditional outer-loop link adaptation methods. In scenarios
with low offered loads of URLLC traffic, BIF and the Worst-M
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Fig. 6: URLLC latency distribution for different CQI reporting
and measurement schemes in scenarios with a mixture of
URLLC and eMBB traffic. The offered load is 2 and 5 Mbps
for URLLC and eMBB traffic, respectively.
schemes allow to achieve latencies down to 0.5 ms at the
99.999% percentile, which is a new requirement imposed
by some industrial vertical applications. In scenarios with
a mixture of URLLC and dynamic eMBB traffic, the pro-
posed solutions significantly outperform existing techniques
and achieve the 1 ms and 99.999% URLLC requirement.
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